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WHO ARE YOU 

AS A TRADER?

 Who are YOU as a trader? That question can be
answered by employing a method we call
“CHUNKING.” Take yourself back to a very basic
chart setup, focus on learning to “see” an entry
setup, put in enough “seat time” to burn that setup
into your subconscious,” practice being
“predictive” using areas of support and resistance
to identify where price is likely to head next.
Practice combining that information with what you
know about the “personality” of the instrument
you are trading, current global events that could
influence price action at the time you are trading,
as well as developing a clear awareness of YOUR
unique subconscious behaviors that have an
impact on each trade entry you make.

 This protocol will have you on your way to
discovery of all elements required to construct an
optimal trading plan for YOU!!

 Join me in the Chart Room on a Thursday and I will
demonstrate how to build a simple “VScalp”
workspace and start becoming “PREDICTIVE!”

Free Week in MLT Chart Room

Masterline Traders LLC

https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_V1RYjqjUR6-DfQlLdfjeSA


Step Through the Process
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Here are two “VScalp” One Minute
“Trigger” Charts. The chart at the far left
has “one minute” Heiken Ashi candles
sitting on “top” of “five minute” boxes.

These charts are designed to have you
focus on the impact major barriers have
on price action. We call it the “attractor
factor.” The indicators used for both
charts are the same:

MLTRSD
MLTSwingBody
MLTPL
MLTPivots
MLTSlopes
200 SMA
50 EMA
13 EMA
20 SMA



What are the “BASICS?”
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✓ You focus on ONE instrument until you are trading 
it successfully.

✓ You know the times in the live market when 
volume and volatility are optimal for the 
instrument you are trading.

✓ Can you tell if it is a good time to enter a trade by 
assessing price movement on your DOM?  Does 
your trading account offer use of a “STATIC” 
DOM?  Are you fluent in the use of ATM strategies 
or do you trade “naked?”

✓ How effective is a level 1 or 2 entry for you?
✓ You know when the market is NOT trading 

optimally and have the discipline to WALK AWAY.
✓ You have cultivated an understanding of how 

price moves from barrier to barrier; that is, you 
have become successfully “PREDICTIVE.”

✓ You have invested in the optimal Internet speed 
available for your trading PC.  You have made 

sure no anti virus software or other bandwidth 
hogging software is running in the background.  
You have turned off any firewall as a firewall filters 
every data packet that comes in over your  
network connection.  You are NOT trying to trade 
LIVE over a “wireless” connection.
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AFTER VScalp 

CHUNKING…
 The most incredible tool you have at your disposal

after you master the basics of VScalp
“CHUNKING” is the use of a 34MB chart in
conjunction with our MLT “successful” time tested
strategy arrows used by the Strategy Tool for back
testing on replay or running in the live market to
confirm the entry pattern you currently have
burned into your brain is not in need of tweaking.

 REMEMBER: The market, as is life, is DYNAMIC AND
EVER CHANGING! What works beautifully today
may not have the same results tomorrow.

 Do you know how to build a MasterBar Chart?

 Do you understand “waves and bars?” How
about “inside the box” or “MasterLine plus” or
“LTMTL?”

 Time for engaging in MasterBar Chart and Strategy
Tool “CHUNKING!”
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Properties for the “Gold 

Combo” Arrow
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The Gold Combo Strategy looks for agreement of

specific parameters from both 34 and 21 MB “bar

frames.” In addition, specific parameters for spacing

from major “Bucket 1 Barriers” must be met.



Gold Combo Arrow Properties
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Save Daily!



How much $$ do I need to trade?
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Make sure you have a clear understanding of
Margin requirements for the instrument you are
trading and know how much drawdown your
account balance can withstand.



Resources on the MLT Website
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Energy Trading in Baltimore - Exelon
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Disclaimer

Risk Disclosure:

Futures and Forex trading contains substantial risk and is not for every investor. An investor could potentially lose all or more than the 
initial investment. Risk capital is money that can be lost without jeopardizing ones’ financial security or life style. Only risk capital 
should be used for trading and only those with sufficient risk capital should consider trading. Past performance is not necessarily 
indicative of future results.

Hypothetical Performance Disclosure:

Hypothetical performance results have many inherent limitations, some of which are described below. No representation is being 
made that any account will, or is likely to, achieve profits or losses similar to those shown; in fact, there are frequently sharp 
differences between hypothetical performance results and the actual results subsequently achieved by any particular trading 
program. One of the limitations of hypothetical performance results is that they are generally prepared with the benefit of 
hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk, and no hypothetical trading record can completely 
account for the impact of financial risk of actual trading. for example, the ability to withstand losses or to adhere to a particular 
trading program in spite of trading losses are material points which can also adversely affect actual trading results. There are
numerous other factors related to the markets in general or to the implementation of any specific trading program which cannot 
be fully accounted for in the preparation of hypothetical performance results and all which can adversely affect trading results.
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